Through the Looking Glass

Auction in Wonderland
Welcome and thank you for joining us this evening. Your support means so much to the public interest students and lawyers we fund and the clients that they serve.
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Schedule

6:00 - 7:00 PM  
Cocktail Reception  
Law Lounge

6:30 - 8:30 PM  
Silent Auction  
Classroom Building & Breezeway

8:45 PM  
Live Auction  
Paul Brest Hall

10:00 PM  
After Party  
Law Lounge

Throughout the Silent Auction, there will be open bars in the law lounge and the second-floor breezeway.
About SPILF

The Stanford Public Interest Law Foundation (SPILF) is dedicated to providing financial support to and creating opportunities for law students and legal professionals to engage in public interest work. SPILF’s goals are to bring legal services to groups that would otherwise lack access to adequate legal representation, strengthen the network of students and alumni involved with public interest work, provide training and support to students interested in pursuing public interest work while at Stanford Law School and after graduation, and increase the participation in and visibility of public interest initiatives at Stanford.

We have seeded many projects at the Law School, including Summer Funding, Post-Graduate Public Interest Fellowships, and the Public Interest Lawyer of the Year Awards, all of which have become institutions of the public interest community. To support students pursuing careers in the public interest, SPILF also provides bar grants to graduating 3Ls. These cash grants assist them with bar fees and study courses to ease their financial burden at the outset of their careers. All students whose starting positions involve working for underserved communities or the environment are eligible.

The 2018-2019 SPILF Student Board

Co-Presidents: Nick DeFiesta & Erika Hoglund  
Vice Presidents of the Auction: Tyler Bishop & Maddy Bullard  
Vice Presidents of Student Grants: Emma Eastwood-Paticchio, Sarah Mitchell & Edward Nugent  
Vice President of Bar Grants: Helen Lawless  
Treasurer: Stephen Tang

The 2019 Bid for Justice Auction Board

Co-Chairs: Diana Li & Katelyn Masket  
Alumni: Carrie Lebel & Bonnie Henry  
Businesses: Bree Baccaglini & Jason Fernandes  
Entertainment: Shawn Musgrave  
Faculty: Phil Wilkinson & Michelle Zhao  
Firms: David Papirnik & Andrew Lubash  
Food: Elisa Wulfsberg & Brian Erickson  
Inventory: Ariella Park  
Management: Dan Quintana  
Marketing: Jenn Teitell & Chelsey Davidson  
Social: Taylor Jaszewski & Chris Middleton  
Students: Brock Huebner & Kristin Holladay  
Venue: Taylor Benninger & Sarah Beller  
Web: Joseph Ingrao  
Wine: Elena Goldstein & Eddie Crouse
SPILF Initiatives

The SPILF Student Initiatives Grant Program supports student-run projects at Stanford that make a public interest impact. In 2018, SPILF received many important applications from a diverse group of applicants. The following programs were selected as recipients of SPILF Student Initiative Grants.

**Al Otro Lado Legal Services in Tijuana:** In winter quarter, a group of 41 students traveled to Tijuana to provide legal services to asylum seekers, in partnership with Al Otro Lado. Students conducted intake interviews with clients, researched legal issues, gave informational talks, and more. In light of the humanitarian crisis at the border and the huge number of students committed to volunteering, SPILF gave one of its largest grants ever to help finance this trip.

**Camp Fire Legal Assistance:** A group of 3Ls worked with California Rural Legal Assistance (CRLA) to provide disaster relief to individuals affected by the Camp Fire. Students traveled to the Central Valley in November and helped those affected by the fires complete FEMA forms.

**Election Law Project:** More than 60 SLS students volunteered for the Election Law Project during the 2018 Election. Some students served as election officers at local polling locations, while others served as poll monitors to ensure compliance with state and federal voter protections. Many California jurisdictions where issues such as voter harassment, language barriers, and disability access have been recently problematic are hundreds of miles away. SPILF's grant helped ensure that travel costs would not be a barrier for students to access these regions.

**National Lawyers Guild:** In the fall, the National Lawyers Guild partnered with the Democratic Socialists to host the Disorientation BBQ Event. This event brought together new and returning members of the social justice community at SLS and across the university. Disorientation featured a keynote speech from Professor Susan Champion about her path through law school and her work with the Three Strikes Project at SLS.

**Native American Law Student Association:** NALSA organizes an alternative spring break trip to the Yurok Reservation. This year, SPILF funding allowed about a dozen student volunteers to travel to Klamath and provide legal services informed by an understanding of the historical, cultural, and social context of the Yurok Tribe community. These services are especially important given the remoteness of the reservation and the lack of legal aid on the reservation.

**Practical Skills to Combat Human Trafficking:** This winter, a 3L teamed up with the Human Trafficking Institute to create a program designed to teach law students practical skills to combat trafficking in law firms, during clerkships, in criminal prosecution, and in criminal defense. SPILF's grant helped bring six experts in the field to Stanford to teach the training sessions.

**Project Clean Slate:** Project Clean Slate is a pro bono program dedicated to helping people remove eligible misdemeanor and felony convictions from their records. Volunteers help screen clients and identify potential legal remedies. Some students even represent clients in expungement hearings, which requires law students to be certified. SPILF funding covered the fees for certification, allowing volunteers to stand up for their clients in court.
SPILF Initiatives

**Shaking the Foundations:** In October, Shaking the Foundations, the annual progressive, public interest lawyering conference at SLS, hosted Marielena Hincapié as the keynote speaker. Ms. Hincapié is the executive director of the National Immigration Law Center, well-respected in both the immigrants’ rights field and broader social justice sectors. SPILF funding helped cover her and other panelists’ travel expenses.

**Springdale Alternative Break Trip:** A 3L student put together a trip to Springdale, Arkansas, home of the country’s largest population of immigrants from the Marshall Islands (where the U.S. conducted nuclear testing for 12 years). The Marshallese population faces a variety of legal challenges; a team of students spent their spring break on a trip to Springdale to help provide the direct legal services the community needs. SPILF provided funding for airfare and rental cars.

**Stanford Law Students Against Gendered Violence:** SLS GiVe hosts events on campus that illuminate the important role of gender in pressing legal arenas. Events discuss the intersection of sexual violence and the law, gender and the criminal justice system, and case studies such as Cyntoia Brown. SPILF funding allows SLS GiVe to increase programming and collaborations with other campus groups.

**Stanford Prison Advocacy and Resources Coalition:** In partnership with local jails, SPARC facilitates student-led book clubs and creative writing classes that bring together students and prisoners in spaces that encourage academic analysis, personal reflection, and creative expression. SPARC also leads community engagement programs, such as staffing the Children’s Bike Giveaway event with volunteers during the winter holidays. SPILF funding provides books and supplies for the classes and transportation for volunteers.

**Upstate New York Legal Services Trip:** At the end of summer, two groups of 2Ls and 3Ls traveled to Bath and Buffalo in New York, partnering with legal aid organizations in each city. The teams worked on a variety of projects, supporting clients with needs in immigration, housing, family law, bankruptcy, and more. The students also met with local attorneys and judges, learning about the legal challenges faced by the region. SPILF helped fund travel and lodging costs for the volunteers.

**Water Scarcity in Central CA:** Throughout the fall quarter, two 3Ls made regular trips to the Central Valley to document and raise awareness of the region’s lack of access to clean drinking water. Inspired by an environmental journalism course, the students expanded their multimedia project to pitch to an environmental journalism publication.

**Watsonville, CA Legal Services:** This spring, a group of students plan to travel to Watsonville, CA to provide legal services to migrant farmworkers. Farmworkers frequently lack access to the basis of a decent human life: access to clean water, human working and living condition, security in their ability to remain in their communities and seek a better life for their children. These students will get a first-hand look at the challenges face by this marginalized community while working in a clinical setting, doing legal intakes, visiting migrant farmworker camps, and potentially even working in the fields.

**Workers’ Rights Pro Bono:** Through the Workers’ Rights Pro Bono, about 21 students met biweekly through the winter and spring quarters to support Legal Aid at Work. At the clinic in East Palo Alto, volunteers helped local residents navigate a variety of employment law issues, ranging from workplace discrimination to worker’s compensation to unemployment programs. SPILF funding helped cover meals for students, whose shifts run from 4 to 10 p.m.
Auction Rules

Silent Auction

Silent auction bidding opens at 6:30 PM and is located on the first and second floors of the Classroom Building, as well as the two classrooms in the Breezeway.

Bidders will record their bids on bid sheets in front of each item. Items will be awarded to one bidder only unless otherwise specified on the bid sheet instructions. Group bids must be paid in a single payment. If multiple names are listed in one group bid, the first name will be denoted winner and held accountable for payment.

The minimum bid and minimum raise for each item are shown on each bid sheet. To be valid, bids must comply with these minimums and be legible.

A written bid constitutes a legal contract to purchase that silent auction item at the price you stated if your bid is the winning bid. The highest valid bid entered prior to closing will be the winner. The Silent Auction will close at 8:30 PM. All bids must be recorded at that time in order to be considered.

Live Auction

Live auction bidding begins promptly at 8:45 PM in Paul Brest Hall.

When bidding, please raise your hand so that you may be identified by our auctioneer and ushers.

A bid acknowledged by the auctioneer is a legal contract to purchase the item. If a group is bidding on one item, please designate one person to place your combined bid. Auction items will be awarded to one purchaser only.

Payment

All Silent Auction and Live Auction items must be paid for by the end of the evening at the entrance to Paul Brest Hall. For your convenience, we gladly accept American Express, Visa, and MasterCard, but cash or check are strongly preferred.

Pickup

Once you have paid for your items, you will be issued a receipt. Please proceed to the east side of the Law Lounge and present this receipt to a SPILF representative to claim your tangible items and/or certificates for services. Items must be claimed by May 1 or they will be forfeited without refund.

Tax Information

This catalog lists the fair market value of each item. Any amount you pay in excess of that amount may be available to you as a charitable contribution for tax purposes. Please check with your tax advisor for specifics.

Terms of Sale

Unless otherwise noted, all certificates for goods and services must be used by December 2019. All sales are final. There will be no exchanges or refunds. SPILF does not make any expressed or implied warranties or guarantees regarding the quality or value of the items or services purchased at the Auction. SPILF has attempted to describe and catalog all items accurately, but please be aware that all items are offered and sold “AS IS.” SPILF has also attempted to be as accurate and inclusive about restrictions as possible. However, all items and services are subject to the terms and conditions specified by the donors. We recommend you contact the donor immediately for further information and to ensure that you can claim your item. Reservations for trips and vacation accommodations must be mutually arranged with the donor unless otherwise noted. No refunds will be allowed for canceled tickets and/or accommodations. Absolutely no resale of items.
Live Auction

1. A Criminally Fun Time
2. Get Out
3. Join the CIA
4. Choc It Up
5. It Takes Two to Terlato
6. A Patently Good Dinner
7. Put a Ring on It
8. With Great Powder Comes Great Responsibility
001

**A Criminally Fun Time**
Curious about where the modern law of consent searches got started? Hungry for some great kababs? Come with Professors Sklansky, Weisberg, and Zambrano to see the location of the car search that gave rise to the Supreme Court’s decision in *Schneckloth v. Bustamonte*, and then adjourn for lunch at Sunnyvale’s legendary Persian restaurant, Chelokababi. For up to 6 students.

*Donated by:* Professors Weisberg, Sklansky & Zambrano
*Value:* Priceless

002

**Get Out**
Imagine going to an escape room with Jordan Peele. Now forget that, because Jordan Peele isn’t coming. However, there will be an escape room, and five of SLS’s brightest legal minds will be there too. Go for the Gold(in) and Hone(isberg) your skills and maybe Belt out the answers to the puzzles. Say (Zambra)NO to your fears—we bet you’ll AbLOVEsky the experience. For 6-12 people.

*Donated by:* Professors Goldin, Honigsberg, Zambrano, Belt & Ablavsky
*Value:* Priceless

003

**Join the CIA**
Four class vouchers towards a hands-on cooking class at The CIA at Copia (located in Napa)—a place *The New York Times* once called a “foodie wonderland.” You’ll learn from expert chefs and instructors in their state-of-the-art teaching kitchen. Classes span a wide range of interests and skill levels.

*Donated by:* Culinary Institute of America
*Value:* $560

004

**Choc It Up**
Feeling bitter about the dark times of law school? Do you miss Dean Martinez’s teaching a choco-LOT already? Come over for a chocolate tasting party, where you’ll sample an array of interesting chocolates from around the globe. You may or may not end up discussing international law issues related to chocolate. For up to 10 people!

*Donated by:* Dean Jenny Martinez
*Value:* Priceless

005

**It Takes Two to Terlato**
VIP tour and tastings for 6 people at Chimney Rock Winery in Stags Leap District and Rutherford Hill Winery (some of the most beautiful views of the Valley, right above Auberge du Soleil). A great chance to soak up du soleil with two winery experiences in one day!

*Donated by:* Terlato Wine Group
*Value:* $1,795

006

**A Patently Good Dinner**
Is a recipe intellectual property? You’ll think it should be after you sample the IP department’s famous annual gourmet SPILF dinner. Up to 8 students can bid for dinner with Professors Ouellette, Lemley, Goldstein, Malone, and Melamed. Professor Lemley is supplying the wine, so you know it will be good, and they’ll even provide an IP-themed playlist. Where will you go for dinner? They’ll send you their IP address.

*Donated by:* Professors Ouellette, Lemley, Goldstein, Malone & Melamed
*Value:* Priceless

007

**Put a Ring on It**
The most Faye-mous prize of all: the chance to call an admit and let them know they have been #BlesSLed. After hearing your lovely vocal cadence, they’ll have no choice but to seal the Deal and turn down Harvard. Their Fayt is in your hands.

*Donated by:* Associate Dean Faye Deal
*Value:* Priceless

008

**With Great Powder Comes Great Responsibility**
Need a cure for ski-sonal affective disorder next winter? This certificate may be exchanged for 4 six-day lift tickets valid on Aspen Mountain, Aspen Highlands, Buttermilk and Snowmass Mountains during the 2019-2020 ski season. It’s sure to be one Cool-orado trip to lift your spirits.

*Donated by:* The Crown Family & Aspen Ski Company
*Value:* $3,000
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Silent Auction
Food, Cooking & Social Dining | Breezeway

100
Kess Who’s Coming to Lunch?
We could give you Amallion reasons to bid, but we bet you’ll only need one: food. Because free lunch can be difficult to navigate at SLS, Professor Kessler has you covered. You and up to three friends will dine in style at Chateau Kessler.
Donated by: Amalia Kessler
Value: Priceless

101
XOXO, AJO
Spotted: You and Little aJo dining in style on the Upper East Side of campus, tearing apart the world’s most illustrious icons. This Gossip Girl lunch is for in-depth discussion of celebrity gossip with a former RBG clerk who subscribes to People. Perfect for a group bid, and fear not if you’re an amateur—Professor O’Connell will provide reading material on the celebs in advance. You know you love her. . . xoxo.
Donated by: Anne Joseph O’Connell
Value: $100

102
A Brief Break
She’s already saved your life with edits—now she’s here to save your stomach. Professors Beth “Muffie” McLellan and Fred “Mr. Muffie” Alvarez are serving dinner for 8 at their beautiful home in Atherton. No need to muff-le your enthusiasm; leave it all out on the table!
Donated by: Beth “Muffie” McLellan and Fred Alvarez
Value: Priceless

103
No More Mr. Rice Guy
Professor Milhaupt will take three students to dinner at Fuki Sushi. He’ll even make an extra donation to SPILF if all three students can introduce themselves in Japanese. This is o-fish-ally the best dinner you’ll ever have—make sure you roll through.
Donated by: Curtis Milhaupt
Value: Priceless

104
What Mill Happen Next?
Make ten-tative plans for you and 10 friends to get dinner with Professor Mills at his home in San Francisco. Don your best white collars—you don’t want to be underdressed for this Mill-ieu.
Donated by: David Mills
Value: Priceless

105
Greely Good Grub
Enjoy an Italo-Californian dinner for 6 at Professor Greely’s on-campus 111-year-old house. Enjoy all the charm of 1908 with the convenience of indoor plumbing and less restrictive dress codes in this Craftsman-Style house from the turn of the century.
Donated by: Hank Greely
Value: Priceless

106
Get Your Head in the Game
Dinner for 8 people at Professors Schacter and Brodie’s home. Make friends over a home-cooked meal, then immediately lose all respect and credibility as you battle it out on the gameboard (Catan, anyone?). Isn’t being type-A great?
Donated by: Jane Schacter & Juliet Brodie
Value: Priceless
107
Get That Cook Prize

Don your chef hats for South Asian cooking class at Professor Srikantiah’s house. This intimate lesson is capped at 3 students for greater immersion into the culinary arts. We’d make a chef pun, but that wouldn’t be very knife.

Donated by: Jayashri Srikantiah
Value: Priceless

111
McConn You Believe This?

From the man who made you pore over Madison’s journal for weeks comes dinner and a movie for four. Professor McConnell is a 30-time winner of Best Originalist Screenplay. Four people can make him see whatever they want—choose wisely!

Donated by: Michael McConnell
Value: Priceless

108
Game Day

If your brain is Fried from all your schooling to eventually make Bank(man), you need to get brunch at Fried’s and Bankman’s. In case you get board, follow-up your mid-day meal with a game session in their living room. For up to 8 people.

Donated by: Joe Bankman & Barbara Fried
Value: Priceless

112
Power of the Perse

You and three friends can ~elect~ to have dinner with Professor Persily, law of democracy expert. Feel free to gerrymander the seating arrangement. No need to suppress your appetite!

Donated by: Nate Persily
Value: Priceless

109
Lawn & Order

Marshal your friend group to bid on this day of bocce, Prosecco, and gelato for 12 at Professor Marshall’s home. You’re sure to have a ball! This has been a popular item in past years—you don’t want to bocce the bid!

Donated by: Larry Marshall
Value: Priceless

113
Fine DinENG

Professors Nora and David Engstrom will host dinner and a game night for a group of up to 10 people. Breach the bounds of ethics as you commit particularized harm against one another. The causation? Board games of course.

Donated by: Nora Engstrom and David Engstrom
Value: Priceless

110
The Chewy Decimal System

Want to feel chipper? Get yourself some homemade chocolate chip cookies from reference librarian Marion Miller. Vegan and nonvegan cookies are available, and both are certified delicious.

Donated by: Marion Miller
Value: Priceless

114
12(bake)(6) Motion

The Federal Rules of Civil Baking require complete diversity of ingredients at the onset, though blending is encouraged before making minimum contacts with the oven. While Professors Spaulding and Sassoubre have general jurisdiction over their kitchen, you and up to 3 co-bakers can file a motion to join them via this bid sheet.

Donated by: Norm Spaulding and Ticien Sassoubre
Value: Priceless
**115**

**Lunch Bunch**

Save the Brest for last and you’ll be glad you Krame. Larry Kramer and Paul Brest will get lunch with up to 5 students at the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation. Meet the former deans who made SLS—the names, the myths, the legends.

*Donated by:* Paul Brest & Larry Kramer  
*Value:* Priceless

**116**

**This Oven is Lit**

Considering Big Law because you need more dough? Head over to Professor Fenner’s house to knead more dough instead! This dessert baking session for 3-4 bidders is sure to be a sweet deal.

*Donated by:* Randee Fenner  
*Value:* Priceless

**117**

**A Tail of Two Professors**

You can’t af-Ford to miss out on this item. Professors Ford and Meyler are hosting a cocktail night, and you’re invited if the price is right. Dress to impress with up to 10 friends.

*Donated by:* Richard T. Ford & Bernadette Meyler  
*Value:* $200

**118**

**Paddle to the Metal**

Dinner and ping pong for 6 at the Kaufman/Katz residence! Professor Kaufman will be serving up delicious food and devastating slices on the ping pong table. Start practicing now if you want a prayer of Katzing up with these pros.

*Donated by:* Zachary D. Kaufman & Elizabeth Katz  
*Value:* Priceless

**119**

**What, Like It’s Hard?**

Get dinner with Amanda Chang, author of *Legally Blonde* (!!!), during the week of May 13. Whether you’re a meat lover or a Gemini vegetarian, dinner will be just like senior year, only funner. Bend and snap to it—it’s sure to go fast, and your lucky scrunchie can only go so far.

*Donated by:* Amanda Chang  
*Value:* Priceless

**120**

**Make a Wick**

Get lunch in New York City with Dahlia Lithwick (’96), winner of the Hillman Prize for legal journalism and named the “the nation’s best legal commentator for two decades.” Get The (insta)Post of your dreams with an editor of Slate and Newsweek and world-class author featured in Washington Post, Elle, The New Republic, and others. The Slates are high—bid fast!

*Donated by:* Dahlia Lithwick  
*Value:* Priceless

**121**

**Let’s Get This Brett**

If the need for bread is inGRAINed in your very soul, this is the item for you. Seven breads, of any styles you wish, freshly home baked and delivered to anywhere on campus. Pick what flavors you want (the options are endless) and when you want them (all at once, one a day for a week, one a week for seven weeks, once a month for seven months . . .). Make law school the yeast of your worries. Crust us, you deserve butter.

*Donated by:* Brett Diehl  
*Value:* Priceless
122
Midwestern Morsels
Ever wonder where Brock gets his folksy midwestern charm? Look no further! Chow down on this batch of Grandma Huebner’s famous “Lois Bars” and soon you’ll be gathering signatures from major political figures. Offer includes a full pan of three-layer peanut butter chocolate bars (secret: there’s butter in every layer).
Donated by: Brock Huebner
Value: Potentially negative value if the costs to your health are factored in

123
Finish Each Other’s Sandwiches
Enjoy a sandwich from the chef behind culinary delights such as Plain White Rice, Eating A Whole-Avocado with a Spoon, and Incredibly Loud Food Items in the Library. A portrait-mode shot of the final product is guaranteed; edibility is not.
Donated by: Chelsey Davidson
Value: One million dollars

124
Baking News!
Make your dentist earn his money by filling your future cavities. Chris will bless your life with weekly homemade baked goods for a month, ranging from cookies to cakes to pies. Bid with a group of up to 3.
Donated by: Christopher Middleton
Value: Priceless

125
Go Shawty, It’s Sherbert Day!
Make your special day even batter with birthday baked goods. This package doesn’t include sorbet of any kind, invalidating our title pun, but DOES include a cake and other assorted treats. Can’t wait til your special day? Very merry unbirthdays can also be redeemed.
Donated by: Dakota Foard & Paige Naig
Value: Priceless

126
API LSquad Cooks!
A gourmet Asian dinner and dessert awaits you and up to seven friends with veggie options available. Must be redeemed before June when the chefs graduate. Eat now. . . or forever hold your feast!
Donated by: David Huang, Becky Wong, Adrienne Liu & Jasmine Miller
Value: $100

127
Raising the Bar(s)
Get yoked in an environmentally conscious way with this batch of homemade vegan protein bars (12-15 bars). You choose the flavor (ex. peanut butter & chocolate); Donna provides the bars.
Donated by: Donna Ni
Value: $15

128
Dulce Delicious
Baked goods baked by the sweetest person . . . what could be more yummy? Elizabeth will deliver homemade dulce de leche empenadas straight to your door OR hold a baking class for you and 3 others. Say gracias to your host—we bet she’ll answer with “DE empaNADA.”
Donated by: Elizabeth Trujillo
Value: $15
129
**Brownie Points**
**Donated by:** Emily Postman & Inesha Premaratne
**Value:** Labor of love

130
**On Your Mark, Get Set, BID!**
Hannah will bake you “some sort of fancy cake.” Anything British Baking Show-inspired would be great, with the exception of technical challenge bakes that are way above her skill level. Can be for a special occasion or just because your week has been miserable and you’d like cake.
**Donated by:** Hannah Schwarz
**Value:** Priceless

131
**Fermented Fare**
You’re sure to have a rice day when you eat this meal of homecooked Kimchi fried rice. Hannah’s recipe is law student-tested and mom-approved, and can serve you and 1-2 friends.
**Donated by:** Hannah Song
**Value:** $30

132
**Bassguettes**
If *Wickard v. Filburn* has you craving some wheat, Helen’s got you covered with two fresh-baked baguettes. For *Raich*-related cravings, you’re on your own.
**Donated by:** Helen Bass
**Value:** There’s no accounting for taste

133
**Get Baked for a Year**
Bid to join the 2019-2020 Academic Year Dessert-of-the-Month club. Each month (October - June), Hope will rise to the occasion and make your life so much butter with a new, home-baked good. You’re sure to loaf it.
**Donated by:** Hope Landsem
**Value:** $90

134
**Southern Sweets**
This item will cake your day. Jonathan will bake you his famous triple-layer Hummingbird Cake, a delectable Southern classic! Serves 12-15 people.
**Donated by:** Jonathan Hurowitz
**Value:** Priceless

135
**No-Meat & Greet**
You won’t be asking where the beef is at this plant-based feast. Julie and Nick will cook a multi-course vegan dinner complete with drinks, customized to your preferences. For you and up to three friends to enjoy with them in Escondido Village.
**Donated by:** Julia Neusner & Nicholas Eckenwiler
**Value:** Priceless

136
**Is This Cake Free Speech?**
Be your own cake boss—you decide the type of cake to be baked (birthday, special event, just because) and specify your decorating whims. Laura’s specialties include vegan chocolate, garam masala, lemon-chia and basic chocolate or vanilla cakes. Choose your own adventure—god knows it’s the only aspect of your life you CAN control. Serves 10-20 people.
**Donated by:** Laura Moraff
**Value:** $25
**Silent Auction**

**Food, Cooking & Social Dining | Breezeway**

137

**That’s a torte.**
Maddy will make you a double-chocolate torte topped with whipped cream and raspberries. It’ll be short and sweet, just like this description.

**Donated by:** Maddy Bullard

**Value:** $25

138

**Apple-y Ever After**
Bid to win an a-peel-ing apple pie, tailored to your dietary restrictions and in-core-porating your apple preferences. Can be made to order with 2-3 days advance notice any time before Michael graduates this June.

**Donated by:** Michael Abrams

**Value:** Priceless

139

**Filippin’ Out Over Here**
This dinner will arrive just in the Nick of time. Nick and Diana will cook for you and up to 3 friends, including Filipino food and a wonton-making lesson. Don’t miss out on this unbelLievably good deal; it’s sure to be won-tons of fun and will have you saying FilipiYES!

**Donated by:** Nick DeFiesta & Diana Li

**Value:** Priceless

140

**More Than Mere Puffery**
Bid to enjoy Puerto Rican puff pastries with guava, cream cheese, walnuts, and coconuts. The sugar high will give you the energy you need to power through hours of reading (or, more realistically, catch up on several seasons of Game of Thrones).

**Donated by:** Rebekah Mercer

**Value:** Priceless

141

**Take the Cake**
Lavish Cupcakes—like fancy water but in cupcake form (totally not just Betty Crocker mix). Custom-decorated for the buyer by the Gruesome Cupcake Twosome. These tasty treats are sure to bake your day!

**Donated by:** Ryan Daniels & Tyler Helms

**Value:** $50

142

**Old-Fashioned Fun**
It would be smartini to bid high on this item. Get a night of cocktails and cookies for two. Come learn how to make a few classic cocktails (like a Manhattan, old fashioned, or martini) and eat delicious homemade chocolate chip cookies while you learn, with some cookies to take home afterwards. Tip your manHATtans to your hosts at the end of the night.

**Donated by:** Sarah Craig & James Cunningham

**Value:** $15

143

**A Whole Latte Biscotti**
Coffee and homemade biscotti from Sophie, delivered straight to your study spot at any point during Spring Quarter (including finals week). You know you want to bid—just brew it.

**Donated by:** Sophie Allen

**Value:** $5

144

**Peach of Mind**
Willa this be the best cobbler you’ve ever had? Cobbably. Willa will bake you one peach cobbler. It will be delicious. You will gobble the cobbler down super fast. You will pass out. You will have sweet, sweet dreams. You will wake up satisfied.

**Donated by:** Willa Collins

**Value:** $600 ($600 x Willia’s clinic rate)... or $25
145
The Steaks are High
Did you think broiling, barbecuing, or frying steak was legit? Think again, you meat plebeian. Welcome to the art of sous vide (French for “I’m fancier than you”). This dinner for two includes a sous vide steak and wine pairing, which Chef Janover will prepare at your home on or near campus.
Donated by: William Janover
Value: $45

146
Recipe Bank
We were excited imagining that British Bankers Club was some weird-ass bank where every fine British dude with a monocle and a top hat stored his #oldmoney. But alas, it’s a restaurant located in Palo Alto’s rebellious step-child, Menlo Park. Bank on great food—we hear England is known for its cuisine.
Donated by: British Bankers Club
Value: $100

147
CREAM of the Crop
What’s better than one dozen cookies? Two dozen cookies, courtesy of Palo Alto’s CREAM. You’re about to be Oatmeal Raisin’ the roof with a late-night sugar high.
Donated by: CREAM
Value: $28

148
Guittard Hero
The perfect gift for regifting to semi-posh relatives: gourmet chocolate. Get a trio of three baking chocolate wafer bags (milk, semi-sweet, and dark) in a 150th Anniversary tote from Guittard Chocolate Company. It sounds French, so it’s fancy.
Donated by: Guittard Chocolate Company
Value: $40

149
Saucy Late Nights
Winner of Palo Alto’s finest post-Patio establishment award. Put some pep(peroni) into your drunken step with a gift card to Pizza My Heart, worth an oddly exact $44.25. We don’t know the significance of that number, but we do highly recommend the Little Sur pizza.
Donated by: Pizza My Heart
Value: $44.25

150
Pizza Planet
Woody you like to get Buzzed chasing down some sick ‘za at Pizza Planet? Pixar has nothing on Pizzeria Delfina. Cheesey as childhood dreams are, $100 is as real as it gets. You should Delfinately bid.
Donated by: Pizzeria Delfina
Value: $100

151
Big Rep-utation
Get a $100 gift certificate to Reposado, one of Palo Alto’s finest Mexican Cuisine establishments. If it’s a good enough location for firms to charm you into selling the final years of your extended youth away to 100-hour weeks, it’s good enough for #datenight.
Donated by: Reposado
Value: $100

152
Zoh-la-la
Zola is Palo Alto’s finest seasonal French cuisine. Snag this $100 giftcard and experience the delicacies of a trip to France without risking censure for your stuttering half-remembered pronunciation from high school French class. Escargot big or go home!
Donated by: Zola
Value: $100
200.1  
**Two Tickets to Giants Game**  
Two tickets, one GIANT reason to bid. You and a friend will have a ball at a Giants game at Oracle Park.  
**Donated by:** William Neukom  
**Value:** Priceless

200.2  
**Two Tickets to Giants Game**  
See Item 200.1.  
**Donated by:** William Neukom  
**Value:** Priceless

201.1  
**Styling Consultation with Celebrity Stylist Michael Holdaway**  
Treat yourself to three hours of consultation with renowned fashion stylist Michael Holdaway, whose client list features celebrities like Heidi Klum and Neil Patrick Harris and international fashion brands like Louis Vuitton and Dior. Get the star treatment you deserve! Winner may choose to hold the session in San Francisco or Hollywood.  
**Donated by:** Michael Holdaway Productions  
**Value:** $525

201.2  
**Styling Consultation with Celebrity Stylist Michael Holdaway**  
See Item 201.1.  
**Donated by:** Michael Holdaway Productions  
**Value:** $525

202  
**VIP Tickets to UN Women SF Global Voices Film Festival**  
Two VIP tickets to the annual UN Women SF Global Voices Film Festival in San Francisco. The Festival supports emerging and established female producers, directors and writers, who are creating some of the most compelling and groundbreaking work in cinema. The event will take place on May 18, 2019, at the Premier Theater at Lucasfilm in the beautiful Presidio.  
**Donated by:** UN Women SF Global Voices Film Festival  
**Value:** $260

203  
**Mets Tickets in New York**  
Two tickets for a Mets game at Citi Field in New York. Winner picks the game and seats!  
**Donated by:** Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LL  
**Value:** $300

204  
**Splash at Van Schaack’s**  
This pool party at Professor Van Schaack’s will give you the tan lines you need to back up your boasts to other summer interns about how great it is going to school in California. You choose the time, she provides the food (breakfast, lunch, or dinner) and perhaps most crucially, the pool. Up to 20 people.  
**Donated by:** Beth Van Schaack  
**Value:** $500

205  
**Find Your Muse**  
Aren’t you curious to explore one of the Bay Area’s finest museums? Do you love old stuff too fine for a garage sale? Because art makes one hungry, enjoy a museum AND a meal in Oakland or SF for up to 3.  
**Donated by:** Diane Chin  
**Value:** Priceless
206

**Levin on the Edge**

Ever wonder where the Stanford family is buried? Want to be inspired by stories of student activism on the Stanford campus? Join the Levin Center team for an afternoon scavenger hunt to explore more of the Stanford campus with a focus on social justice history, to be followed by a gourmet picnic. For two teams of 4; the top 2 bids will be selected. Will occur some time during Spring Quarter.

*Donated by:* Levin Center (Diane Chin, Anna Wang, Mike Winn, Jodie Carian & Titi Liu)

*Value:* Priceless

---

207

**Litigation Clinic**

Need a place for a party? Go Fish. Professors Fisher and Douglass will host a house party for you and your guests. The perfect chance to act ~clinically~ crazy in a pre-professional setting. Up to 10 people.

*Donated by:* Lisa Douglass & Jeff Fisher

*Value:* Priceless

---

208

**Straight A’s**

Calling all base-ic people: get four box seat tickets to an Oakland A’s baseball game courtesy of Professor Kelman. You’re striking out everywhere else in life; might as well watch professionals do the same.

*Donated by:* Mark Kelman

*Value:* Priceless

---

209

**Game On**

Things are about to get dicey. Escape the board-om of Crown Quad with a game night for up to 6 people at Professor Anderson’s house. You’re in for a Wilde time—if you play Catan, just remember: Sheep ore wheat wood be good to trade for some bricks.

*Donated by:* Michelle Wilde Anderson

*Value:* Priceless

---

210

**Skip the Kar-ride**

Switch gears from the day-to-day grind. Join Professor Karlan on a bike excursion for up to 4! BYOB (bring your own bike or borrow one from the library). You’ll have the option of riding in the Baylands by Stanford, the coastline of Half Moon Bay, or taking the train to SF and crossing the Golden Gate Bridge to Sausalito. Bid high, but only if you think you can handle it. It’s sure to be a wild ride.

*Donated by:* Pam Karlan

*Value:* Priceless

---

211

**Baby Got Backhand**

Get served in this doubles tennis match with Professors Donohue and Banks. You wouldn’t want to face them in court, but on the court, you and a partner just might stand a chance. Don your best tennis shorts in hues of white, and get ready to play. Are you probably still gonna lose? Bank on it.

*Donated by:* Rick Banks & John Donohue

*Value:* Priceless
212
On a Mission, In the Mission
The Grey Fellows are pretty cool when they're not assigning briefs due at 12 pm on Sundays. Join them for an afternoon of exploration, food, and drink in the Mission (SF). For up to 5 students at a mutually convenient time. After examining the totality of the circumstances, it's clear this donation should not be dismissed.
Donated by: The Greys (Grey Fellows Ji Seon Song, Andrea Wang, Julia Mendoza, Yonina Alexander & Anna Mance)
Value: Priceless

213
Calories Out, Calories In
Starting to get winded walking up the Crown staircase? Coach A.J. (a self-described "washed up former college athlete who still exercises a lot") will get you back in shape with three workouts tailored to your fitness level. Plus he'll bake you one batch of cupcakes—because a balanced life is important.
Donated by: A.J. Jeffries
Value: $150

214
Strike a Pose
Picture this: You in a suit, your arms crossed in a power pose. Or an alt version of you, wearing a pastel shirt and squatting in aesthetically pleasing weeds, the light creating an ~artsy~ blotch in the frame. Create your own adventure for 30 judgment-free minutes and be as basic or professional as you want in your very own photo session. It's senior pics, but better.
Donated by: Abigail Thompson
Value: $200

215
Touché
On the fence on what to bid for? This is guaranteed to be parry fun. Be en your guard as you learn to fence from a low-key champ. She'll give you tips to foil your enemies once and for all. It's basically a fancy pirate lesson, and it's gonna be épéee.
Donated by: Amanda Zerbe
Value: $30

216
Pluto Playtime
In 2006, the worst thing that could possibly happen to a giant rock hurtling through space at high speeds happened. Pluto, god of the underworld, was demoted to a dwarf planet. Fortunately, his namesake —Pluto, god of Munger grass area—is a full-size doggy. For 30-60 minutes, he's all yours —walk him, play with him, read him 2006 news articles and the Wikipedia page we just consulted—all up to you. Can be a group bid.
Donated by: Alyssa Epstein
Value: Priceless

217.1
Pole-lates Class
It has been said that in Poland, all dancing is Pole dancing. Here, you need special lessons. Thankfully, we have Amy and Erika to teach you the art of pole dance fitness. Two lessons, each for up to four people, to work out your core and find the inner grace that has been missing from your life. You're sure to see a core-elation between your lesson and feeling awesome.
Donated by: Amy Senia & Erika Inwald
Value: $100

217.2
Pole-lates Class
See Item 217.1.
Donated by: Amy Senia & Erika Inwald
Value: $100
Bonns & Noble
Get ~lit~ with Bonnie Henry, president and sole member of SLS’s Finer Things Club. Books are great, but they oft leave one feeling feels all alone. Bonnie will either read a book of your suggestion, or create a personal recommendation for you and meet to discuss, laugh, or cry on demand. All the benefit of a Reading Group, without the professor’s dingy living room. Or academic credit.
Donated by: Bonnie Henry
Value: Priceless

Board is long. Board is life.
Bikes. Bikes everywhere. Monopolizing the campus commuting apparatus market. Spurring heated Munger chat arguments. Fight back with longboarding. Charlie will spend a couple hours teaching you to ride the longest board that humans have dared design, “for commuting purposes” (no tricks). And while these lessons may start off a little slow, we guarantee you won’t be board for long!
Donated by: Charlie Melman
Value: Priceless

Get High in San Francisco
If the most scenic thing you’ve seen in months is The Dish, get out your wallet. This one-hour sightseeing flight for two people in a Cessna 172 will give you a tour of all the places in San Francisco that you’ll never have time to see from ground-level, including the Golden Gate Bridge and Alcatraz. Fly out of Palo Alto Airport sometime between now and the end of the quarter. Where you’ll land? We don’t know. It wasn’t in the description.
Donated by: Chris Connelly
Value: $175

Pawty with Benny
Spend a pawesome afternoon with Benny the corgi pup. He loves cuddles, walks, and attention in general (he’s no stranger to the pup-arazzi). Connie will provide treats and a catalogue of his tricks. You’ll be left with the vague sensation that you were duped into paying to dogsit, but fur-tunely Benny is cute enough that you just won’t care.
Donated by: Connie Wang
Value: Priceless

Soul-ja Boy Tell ‘Em
Tired of spinning your wheels on your brief? Can’t handle any more? Reclaim your life with a 3-pack of Soulcycle classes. If you’re gonna sell your Soul, this is the best way to do it.
Donated by: Elena Pinsker
Value: $100

Auto-Zone
Tes drive a new Tes! This sunset drive in a Model 3 with Elisa is for you and up to three friends. Cruise around town for ~30 minutes and experience autopilot first hand. An electrifying, Musk-have item.
Donated by: Elisa Wulfsberg
Value: Priceless
Mamma Mia! That’s a Spicy Meatball
If there’s one thing we learned from The Princess Bride, it’s to never go up against a Sicilian when death/food is on the line. This is a two-hour hands-on Italian cooking class taught by a native Sicilian. Includes ingredients and wine, and can be tailored to your dietary restrictions. Possible options include lasagna, pesto, parmigiana, or arancini (Sicilian rice balls). While it’s not a trip to Italy, she cannoli do so much.
Donated by: Francesca Ginexi
Value: $150-200

If the Boot Fits
Want to get in shape in the abstract but never take the requisite steps in real life? Buy this 10-pack of classes to Barry’s Bootcamp and finally get the workout you think you want. You’ve paid for it, so now you HAVE to go.
Donated by: Gracie Chang
Value: $325

Study the Blade
Joe will conduct a one-hour crash course in historical fencing for you and a friend. You’ll learn the history and techniques of medieval to renaissance era European swordplay, incorporating weapons such as the Rondel (dagger), Messer (German big knife), Dussack (short saber), Longsword, Rapier, and Montante (a sword as big as you are). Will include actual handling of steel replicas used in modern fencing tournaments.
Donated by: Joseph Ingrao
Value: $25-50

Brew-It-Yourself ‘Bucha
Feeling thirsty? Do you dream of walking around campus with the effortless swag of Chris Bello? Katelyn will teach you and a friend to brew the drink of microbiotically-balanced champions: kombucha! Leave the lesson with your own batch and join the #KombuchaCartel.
Donated by: Katelyn Masket
Value: $35

A Star Is Born
Set the stage for your future acting career with a walk-on role in the Stanford Law School Musical. Get all the prestige of appearing in the musical, with none of the grueling hours of rehearsal. Just show up to one dress rehearsal, learn your line, and dazzle the school at the show! Must be free Saturday, May 11 (the day of the show).
Donated by: Law School Musical
Value: Priceless
229
Java & Jaunt
Enjoy a morning out in the City by the Bay with Maddy and Rachel. You’ll get coffee and hike the Marin Headlands north of the city. Bonus: You’ll feel like less of a liar at next year’s ASW when you assure admits that people “totally go to SF, like, all the time.” For you and one friend; redeemable this quarter or winter/spring 2020.
Donated by: Maddy Bullard & Rachel Waterman
Value: Priceless

230
Balls to the Wall
What’s that racquet? It’s a better version of you, one that knows the art of racquetball, serving looks and balls. This intro racquetball lesson for up to two includes a buddy to walk to the court with, racquets, balls, and polite suggestions for improvement.
Donated by: Madeline Magnuson
Value: Priceless

231
Say Cheese!
A photoshoot with almost limitless options (within confines of state/federal criminal law and certain torts): cute pet photos for the ‘gram, head shots, precious friend-group moments, risqué but wryly satirical sexy calendars, etc. No weddings/funerals. The more subjects the merrier. Melissa will provide mimosas/manhattans (determined by appt time) and can also do make-up and post-shot touch-ups. She’s graduating though, so scheduling & execution needs to occur ASAP.
Donated by: Melissa Monaghan
Value: Priceless

232
Challah This and More?
You ain’t no holla-back girl, but after this lesson, you might be a challah-bake girl. Michal will give you a basic Hebrew lesson and teach you to bake real traditional challah bread. So quit loafing around and start bidding!
Donated by: Michal Totchani
Value: Priceless

233
Hike with Mike
Fulfill your greatest fern-tesies with this Mike-led hiking trip to Big Basin State Park. Winning this item might be an uphill battle, but it’s sure to be the peak of your law school experience. For a group of up to 4 people.
Donated by: Mike Norton
Value: “Priceless obvi”

234
It Deep-ends
Make a splash with this pool party for you and up to 5 friends at Nate’s apartment complex in Menlo Park, complete with a cookout and drinks. Must be redeemed at a mutually convenient date/time before the end of the quarter. Water you waiting for?!
Donated by: Nate Fennell
Value: Priceless
235
The Hangover Part Four
Have no friends? These two socially-confident 1Ls will accompany you to bar review and transform your Thursday night into the nightmare of your dreams. This is a full-immersion experience that includes round-trip UberXs to either the actual bar or The Patio (your better option), 2 drinks, and a slice at Pizza My Heart. Also included is pre-game planning and Uber playlist management. You won’t be disappointed, unless you don’t like exclusively listening to Ariana Grande. For up to 2 people.
Donated by: Nicholas Neuteufel & Mathias Heller
Value: Your self-dignity (or $100)

236
A Marvel-ous Night at the Movies
Two tickets to Avengers: Endgame opening night, complete with Marvel movie geekery from Nick. You’ll join the big group he puts together for every opening showing (carpooling included!). The tickets are for 7:30 pm in Mountain View on Thursday, April 25.
Donated by: Nick DeFiesta
Value: $42

237
Let’s Get Physical
Whether you’re a gym regular or have only been flexing your neurons this year, you’re guaranteed to have a blast during three personal training sessions at one of Stanford’s gyms with Fitness Queen Michelle Portillo and her two back up boyz. Michelle was a certified personal trainer for two years before coming to SLS, so you’ll be in expert hands. Phil will push you to your max with words of encouragement while Andrew’s icy gaze will inspire you to pump out more reps than you ever thought possible. They’ll work with you to craft three fun workouts complete with synchronized music playlists, and Michelle will supply you with a workout regimen and diet plan for sustained future gains. For you and up to two friends.
Donated by: Phil Wilkinson, Andrew Lubash & Michelle Portillo
Value: $300

238
Swing Yer Pardner Round n Round
This is an intervention. Your abysmal Patio dance moves have gone unchecked for too long, and we both know it. Learn to move your feet with this West Coast of Lindy swing dance lesson from someone who doesn’t dance like your dad. If you ask super nicely, get the most bang for your buck and learn the basic steps of social dances like the waltz, night club two-step, cha-cha, rumba, etc.
Donated by: Reid Whitaker
Value: $10
239  
(Can’t Legally Call It A) Guided Fly Fishing Trip  
Learn how to fly fish or simply hone your skills on this alluring one-day outing to the Sierras for you and a friend. You’re on the hook for your own transportation and CA fishing licenses, but Ryan will supply everything else, including a reel-y good lunch. That’s pretty fly.  
**Donated by:** Ryan Gallagher  
**Value:** $200

240  
On a Roll  
Come to Sarah’s for a sushi making class for up to four people. She’ll provide all the ingredients, and a take-home sushi mat. Give a person some sushi and they’ll be fed for a day; teach ‘em the art of sushi, and they’ll never be hungry again.  
**Donated by:** Sarah Beller  
**Value:** Priceless

241  
Here for the Right Reasons  
Why did Colton jump the fence? Get the answer to this burning question and others during this reality TV watch party with Sarah and Olivia. Choose one of their classic favorites (Temptation Island, The Bachelor, Are You the One?), and they’ll show you how the pros do it with gossip, snacks, and conspiracy theories. You’ll be selling Fab Fit Fun boxes on insta in no time at all.  
**Donated by:** Sarah Zandi & Olivia Rosenthal  
**Value:** Priceless

242  
Hangout with a 1L Scottie  
“When they first started doing art, it was a lot older and they didn’t know how to make it pimp. But then it was more abstract. And now you look at it and it’s way more, you know, more baller.” We have no idea what this means. If you want to learn the meaning of this phrase, art, and life itself, bid on this Scott-led trip to the De Young in San Francisco or Filoli in Woodside. Maximum: 6 people. Mini van transpo provided.  
**Donated by:** Scott Levin Gesundheit  
**Value:** $60

243.1  
Shots Shots Shots!  
Bring your best cheshire-cat smile to a vaguely-aesthetic place in Crown Quadrangle for some headshots! Consider yourself linked in to the professional scene. Tbh just put it on your insta. You know it’s gonna get hella likes and it’s a great way to remind high school friends and relatives that you’re blesSLSed. For up to 5 people (see Items 243.2, 243.3, 243.4, and 243.5).  
**Donated by:** Shawn Musgrave  
**Value:** $10

243.2  
Shots Shots Shots!  
See Item 243.1.  
**Donated by:** Shawn Musgrave  
**Value:** $10

243.3  
Shots Shots Shots!  
See Item 243.1.  
**Donated by:** Shawn Musgrave  
**Value:** $10
### 243.4
**Shots Shots Shots!**  
See Item 243.1.  
**Donated by:** Shawn Musgrave  
**Value:** $10

### 243.5
**Shots Shots Shots!**  
See Item 243.1.  
**Donated by:** Shawn Musgrave  
**Value:** $10

### 244
**FOIA Fest**  
FOIA information, it’s hard to track stuff down. Learn how to get government documents and data in this FOIA/public records workshop from an investigative reporter published in Politico, The Boston Globe, the Intercept, etc. Perfect for checking up on your ex’s new boo or changing the world.  
**Donated by:** Shawn Musgrave  
**Value:** $100

### 245.1
**Tar-iffic Singing Coach**  
Whether you’re tone-deaf or a quasi-professional opera singer, get the skills you need to wow the audience of your cold, lonely Munger shower. After one of these three 1-hour voice lessons, you’ll be hitting notes only dogs can hear and participating in sober karaoke.  
**Donated by:** Tara Ohrtman  
**Value:** $40

### 245.2
**Tar-iffic Singing Coach**  
See Item 245.1.  
**Donated by:** Tara Ohrtman  
**Value:** $40

### 245.3
**Tar-iffic Singing Coach**  
See Item 245.1.  
**Donated by:** Tara Ohrtman  
**Value:** $40

### 246
**Fore Better or Worse**  
It has been said that golf is for people too lazy to play tennis. Let’s be honest—that describes you perfectly. This is your one chance to be classy while swinging at unlimited balls. Bid to win a 90-minute golf lesson for 1-2 beginners. You provide your clubs (or use the ones at the range), Taylor will provide the golf wisdom. It’s sure to be un-fore-gettable.  
**Donated by:** Taylor Jaszewski  
**Value:** $25

### 247
**Playing Devil’s Axe-vocate**  
No matter your political leanings, we can all agree on one fundamental, timeless truth: throwing sharp things at walls is super fun. Exercise your right to bear arms by axe-throwing, which is basically the advanced version of drunkenly playing darts at Rose & Crown. The winning bidder will receive an all-expenses-paid axe-throwing outing with a FedSoc board member of their choice, including a lunch out.  
**Donated by:** The Federalist Society  
**Value:** $100
248

**Poker? I Hardly Know Her!**  
Ace your finals? Nah. Play your aces. This is a poker party package for up to 8 people—you choose the location. Table top poker felt, set of chips, cards, beer and wine, and priceless strategy advice for No-Limit Texas Hold'em and Pot Limit Omaha all included.  
**Donated by:** Will Conlon  
**Value:** Priceless

249

**Hosts with the Most**  
From the party people who brought you Turn Up for Sonia and We Will Survive: a life-changing party in Munger 1, Room 437. You pick the theme; they’ll handle the alcohol, poster, lights, and a drink menu Taylor-ed to your specifications. Perfect for birthdays, holidays, or simply neglecting all your academic and personal responsibilities. Ideally redeemed this Spring Quarter, but can be pushed until Fall 2019.  
**Donated by:** Zach Winters, Tyler Robbins & Taylor Jaszewski  
**Value:** The clout is priceless

250

**Calling All Music Beaches**  
Two tickets for Beach Blanket Babylon, the world’s longest-running musical review and a classic SF attraction. The New York Times has said it is “updated more often than your smartphone!” We say, “but I haven’t updated my smartphone in like, a year!”  
**Donated by:** Beach Blanket Babylon  
**Value:** $122

251

**Bad Rep**  
Two tickets to the Berkeley Repertory Theater—upcoming shows include The Good Book (a comedy about faith and meaning) and Kiss My Aztec! (a badass comedy about resisting Spanish conquistadors). This is the only good reason to set foot near the “school across the bay.” We’d come up with a theater pun, but it would just be a play on words:/  
**Donated by:** Berkeley Repertory Theater  
**Value:** $160

252

**A Dino-mite Experience**  
How often should you go to a science museum? Periodically. Four tickets to the California Academy of Sciences in SF’s Golden Gate Park valid for one year starting today. You’ll want to keep an ion this item lest ye be outbid.  
**Donated by:** California Academy of Sciences  
**Value:** $148

253

**What I Learned in Surfing School Is...**  
Want to bid but don’t want to feel tide down? Wave hello to the perfect item. This $100 gift certificate will let you join a two-hour group surf lesson with Club Ed Surf School in Santa Cruz. In the words of Crush the Turtle, “Gnarly, dude. Give me some fin.”  
**Donated by:** Club Ed Surf School  
**Value:** $100
254
What up, FAM?
Like art? Fine by us. Find your muse at the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco. You’ll get 4 general admission tickets to the Legion of Honor or de Young museums. In the words of Ke$ha, make the most of the night like you’re gonna de Young. You’re lucky there’s more than one ticket—once you go once, you’re sure to want to Gogh again.
Donated by: Fine Arts Museums of SF
Value: $60

255
Point of No Return
The only cure for the ale-ment of law school: A $50 certificate to Fort Point Beer Company at the ferry building location in San Francisco. Make sure to take a pitcher—it’ll last longer! Ferryly sure you’ll want to bid on this one.
Donated by: Fort Point
Value: $50

256
Go Clubbin’
Putt a swing in your step. Get 4 passes for mini golf at Golfland USA in Sunnyvale. Enjoy 18 holes of watching the seven-year-old ahead of you do better than you on every. single. hole.
Donated by: Golfland USA
Value: $40

257.1
Find What Movies You
Off to a Rocky start? Get 4 VIP guest passes to Guild Theater, home of monthly Rocky Horror screenings and indie films. Originally a burlesque theater, it’s one of the oldest operating theaters in the Bay Area, so that’s cool. Purchase together or as a lone indie-vidual.
Donated by: Landmark Theatres (Guild Theater)
Value: $50

257.2
Find What Movies You
See Item 257.1.
Donated by: Landmark Theatres (Guild Theater)
Value: $50

258
Mission Accomplished
We know bowling puns are not up everyone’s alley, so we’ll spare you the pain and frame it differently. Get one hour of bowling + shoe rental for up to 6 people at Mission Bowl in SF. Get your mind out of the gutter and pin down exactly what you want: cheap victory.
Donated by: Mission Bowl
Value: $82

259
Seas the Day
When you’re down by the sea and an eel bites your knee, that’s a moray. Learn the names of more fish and avoid bites of any kind by getting your fish fix at the Monterey Bay Aquarium, where you’ll be separated from all variety of eels by thick glass. Two general admission tickets included.
Donated by: Monterey Bay Aquarium
Value: $100

260
Belaybor the Point
If the idea of rock climbing doesn’t rappel you, head over to Planet Granite (locations in SF and San Jose). Get two belay lesson certificates, including a day pass and gear rentals. Be boulder than you ever thought possible.
Donated by: Planet Granite
Value: $60
261
**Barrely Hanging On**
Barre-ing unusual commitment to physical fitness and a work-life balance most of us can only dream of, you probably don’t work out enough. Get two weeks unlimited barre at Pure Barre (locations in Palo Alto and SF). A pair of sticky socks is included. Pure bliss awaits you!

*Donated by:* Pure Barre  
*Value:* $120

262
**You Just Got Played.**
As Abe Lincoln once said, “I need to see a play like I need a hole in the head.” But you aren’t Abe. Get two tickets to any San Francisco Playhouse performance (excluding opening nights). Upcoming shows include Cabaret, Yoga Play, and The Fit. You know you’ll have a fit if you miss it.

*Donated by:* San Francisco Playhouse  
*Value:* $120

263
**Nothing but Treble**
If you’re bass-ic and want to seem #cultured, we recommend the San Francisco Symphony. Two tickets to Urbanski conducts Mendelssohn on Friday, May 24. Regardless of whether these jokes fell flat, you’ll bid anyway if you’re sharp.

*Donated by:* San Francisco Symphony  
*Value:* $320

264
**Get Jazzy on Me**
Blow off your student note with better notes from SF Jazz. Four tickets to a family matinee of your choice. This place has been bringing saxy back since 2013, longer than Derulo.

*Donated by:* SF Jazz  
*Value:* $92

265
**Cycle of Life**
If you can only have one, this is the soul item you should bid on. Get a three series pack of classes courtesy of SoulCycle Palo Alto.

*Donated by:* SoulCycle Palo Alto  
*Value:* $60

266
**Pitch Perfect (That’s an Order)**
From the org whose emails are better than its teams (and still can’t rival those of our Bar Tsars) comes baseball tickets for the Stanford vs. Oregon State game on May 19. Your presence may be the secret weapon Stanford Baseball needs to avoid striking out.

*Donated by:* Stanford Athletics  
*Value:* $40

267
**Get Rec-ed**
Did you think the gym was free? We did, but apparently we’re wrong about group classes, which have monetary value. Get 3 Cardinal Group Fitness Passes for the rest of the quarter (7 weeks remaining) or Summer 2019 (10 weeks). The easiest way to become well-off without an MBA.

*Donated by:* Stanford Recreation & Wellness  
*Value:* $120

268
**Just for Kicks**
Kick off the second half of the quarter with some exercise. Get a one-month unlimited cardio kickboxing membership at Studio Kicks in Palo Alto (must be activated before 11/1/19). Their high-energy kickboxing classes challenge all levels of fitness from beginner to advanced—their signature program covers four different levels of classes, each 45 minutes long. Roll with the punches of life.

*Donated by:* Studio Kicks  
*Value:* $119
Martial Law
You need martial arts in your life. If they can teach you to chop a block of wood in half with your bare hands, just imagine what you could do to a textbook. Get a one-month unlimited martial arts membership to Studio Kicks in Palo Alto (must be activated by 11/1/19).

Donated by: Studio Kicks
Value: $299

Players Gonna Play
You know what they say about Silicon Valley: it’s the heart of the theater industry. Get two tickets to any Theaterworks Silicon Valley production in the 2019-2020 season. Show Broadway what’s up.

Donated by: Theaterworks Silicon Valley
Value: $170

Total Putt Head
The best way to drive a wedge between you and your friends: mini golf. Get 2 rounds of mini golf at Urban Putt in SF. Bid high to prove you have follow-through; anything is better than par-sing a judicial opinion.

Donated by: Urban Putt
Value: $24

Get Steamy
What do you say when you’ve witnessed a crime? I saunathing. Get a giftcard for one hour in the Watercourse Way Bath House Spa private hot tub room with steam or sauna for 2 (located in Palo Alto).

Donated by: Watercourse Way Bath House Spa
Value: $70

Total Poser
If your favorite yoga position is child’s pose (ours def is), this package is your chance to change that. Get a 10-class package at Yoga with Mike (located in Palo Alto), plus a private home session.

Donated by: Yoga with Mike
Value: $435

Tree-t yourself
Make up for all the times you’ve avoided morning yoga with a cheeky “Namaste in bed.” Get a full month of unlimited yoga courtesy of YogaWorks (locations in Palo Alto and SF). Bridge the gap between who you are and who you want to be.

Donated by: YogaWorks
Value: $125

Shoot Your Shot
Show everyone stuck in Crown on a Saturday afternoon who the real gunner is. Snag this voucher for 12 paintball tickets from PaintballTickets.com for an experience to dye for. The voucher includes everything except paintballs and air refills and is redeemable at any of their locations, including Santa Clara Paintball in San Jose.

Donated by: PaintballTickets.com
Value: $420
**300**  
**Thurgood to be True**  
This Supremely great photo is of none other than Thurgood Marshall, whose legacy includes arguing *Brown v. Board*, being the first African-American Supreme Court Justice, and rocking a baller ‘stache. Ladies, look at ur man, now look back at Thurgood, now back at ur man. Pic up your photo today!  
**Donated by:** Deborah Rhode  
**Value:** Priceless

**301**  
**Bedtime sTORTies**  
Need a bit of light bedtime reading? Get yourself a signed copy of Tort Stories from the author himself, Professor Rabin, and join classic characters like Humpty Dumpty the Eggshell Plaintiff in a land Farwell away as you read aloud to your companions in this odd social venture. Get ready to read a lot about trains.  
**Donated by:** Robert Rabin  
**Value:** Priceless

**302**  
**Stunners Not Gunners**  
Bid to win the vintage, limited-edition SLS Spring Fling tank-top that captured the interest of a nation on SLS Intergalactic. It’ll let the world know you’re not a gunner, while still allowing you to show off your guns. Large, gray, lightly used, and just the right amount of wrinkly.  
**Donated by:** Avi Bakshani  
**Value:** $15

**303**  
**The Tales of Bebe the Bard**  
Bard services for one lucky winner. Bebe will be your humble scribe for whatever work you have in mind—a love letter for that Bumble hottie, dystopian short story, email to your mother, Homeric epic, dad jokes, dank meme, fiery sermon, Trumpetian tweet, etc. She draws a strict line at iambic pentameter but has no qualms with the more contemporary crazes, such as postmodernism and alt-lit.  
**Donated by:** Bebe Strnad  
**Value:** Depending on the century, a carafe of wine or $1K per 500 words oughta do it

**304**  
**Recipes for Success**  
Are you a K through JD who just realized you don’t know how to cook? Bree and Kaveh are here for you. Enjoy a collection of their 15 favorite dinner recipes from various cuisines (Indian, Thai, Italian, and Middle Eastern). These recipes will be heavy on the veggies, so consider your daily vitamins and calcium levels in. the. bag.  
**Donated by:** Bree Baccaglini  
**Value:** Priceless

**305**  
**For Better or Verse**  
Want to woo that special someone in your life? Feel compelled to accept your job offer in dactylic tetrameter? (Iambic pentameter has been hackneyed for centuries, let's be honest. ..) Then look no further than your friendly neighborhood poet! He will buy you coffee, take you to a scenic spot on campus, and spend up to an hour collaborating on any kind of poem you’d like to write.  
**Donated by:** C.J. Biggs  
**Value:** The warmth of a summer wind
306
**Where Do You Draw the Line?**
A portrait drawing of a legal person of your choice, custom-made by Celin. No RBG though; we assume because it would be impossible to do justice to her stunning visage.
**Donated by:** Celin Carlo-Gonzalez
**Value:** Priceless

307
**Carpool Karaoke**
Be sure to bid on this note-worthy item. Chelsey and Kat will drive you to a location of your choice in the general vicinity and sing along to your fave songs. Kat's qualifications? Years of semi-professional theater experience. Chelsey's? A complete and total lack of shame. Just be warned—loud singing is their forte!
**Donated by:** Chelsey Davidson & Kat Giordano
**Value:** Priceless

308
**Aria-ne Grande**
Cooper will grace your special day (anniversary/birthday/Valentine's day) by singing a classical baritone aria, musical theatre baritone piece, or baritone vocal jazz standard of your choice. We hear it sets the mood wayyy better than a $3 candle from Target. Bidder must notify him of their preferred date and repertoire with two weeks' notice.
**Donated by:** Cooper D'Agostino
**Value:** Priceless

309
**You're a Quizard, Harry**
Why see Les Mis when you can play Les Quiz? Dan and Thomas are here and ready to fill Trebek's shoes at a moment's notice. This duo will curate a trivia night for you and any friends/organization/group of individuals you'd like. There will be 5 rounds, and you're the boss of the themes. Will this be fun? We're quite quizzical.
**Donated by:** Daniel Irvin & Thomas Schubert
**Value:** Who can put a price on a great evening with friends?

310
**Rest Your Head Oyer Here**
You can get oyer yourself, but you can't get over Oyer. You won't have to with this custom pillow with a David Oyer photo. The perfect way to remember everything he said in class was total fluff.
**Donated by:** Emily Hong, Nick DeFiesta & Adrienne Liu
**Value:** Priceless Duh

311
**Let's Get Quizzical**
From the creator of Trivia in the Law Lounge comes Trivia Wherever the Hell You Want™! Hannah will write you a homemade set of trivia catered to your unique ~quirks~ and preferences. Her expertise will leave you questioning everything and searching for answers. Literally.
**Donated by:** Hannah Begley
**Value:** Priceless
312
**Hanging on by a Thread**
Want some home decor that will impress your grandma and have your friends in stitches? Look no further than this custom-made embroidery of your favorite legal quote/phrase (or something non-law related, if you’re one of those people who pretends to have outside interests). Jenn will help you develop a topic and design, and you’ll receive a masterpiece of mediocrity some time this summer. Bid to experience an art form even more archaic and unnecessary than the Bluebook.
**Donated by:** Jenn Teitel
**Value:** Priceless

313
**Stellar Stationary**
Fool your friends and family into thinking you have it together with custom stationary (cards, letters, etc.) handmade by Trillium. If you’ve ever seen one of her insta stories, you know they’re gonna be works of art and will probably make you doubt all your life accomplishments.
**Donated by:** Trillium Chang
**Value:** Priceless

314
**Cursed No More**
Let’s be real—like a true millennial, you never really learned cursive. Your chickenscratch is atrocious and your greatest fear is taking a class with a no-laptop policy. After this calligraphy lesson with Trillium, though, you’ll be hoping your computer crashes during an exam so you can whip out that bluebook and wow the professor with your stunning script.
**Donated by:** Trillium Chang
**Value:** A Trillium dollars

315
**Setrakspearean Sonnets**
Will describes himself as the love child of Taylor Swift and Shakespeare. He is here to prove that iamb will always make the sexiest pentameter. Your prize: four sonnets about any subjects of your choosing—a tree, yourself, a particularly epic sandwich, your ex and that pickup truck he never let you drive—all fair game.
**Donated by:** Will Setrakian
**Value:** Priceless

316
**The Right to Bare Arms**
The people have spoken; Section 3 is objectively the sexiest section, making up a whopping 50% of this year’s Men of 1L Calendar. Don’t take our word for it though! Decide for yourself when you bid to win this one-of-a-kind, never-before-seen calendar featuring photos of SLS’s steamiest scholars.
**Donated by:** Trillium Chang (coordinator), Melissa Monaghan (photographer), Rob Meyer, Ben Higgs, Chris Bello, Tyler Robbins, Jason Fernandes, Connor Hayes, Taylor Jaszewski, Zach Winters, Andrew Lubash, Dan Quintana, Phil Wilkinson, Justin Tzeng, Justin Bryant
**Value:** Priceless

317
**KIND of a Big Deal**
Are you MEAN? Do you want to be NICE but you just don’t know how? Food is always the answer. Specifically, KIND bars and miscellaneous paraphernalia. Get a mixed case of KIND bars, a KIND t-shirt, and a KIND totebag. Remember, you can change your outside much easier than your inside.
**Donated by:** Daniel Lubetzky
**Value:** $150
318
**Cardinals>Cardinal**
Don’t fumble this bid! Kick off the second half of the quarter with your signed football courtesy of the Arizona Cardinals! On the fence? Make a snap decision to bid.
**Donated by:** Arizona Cardinals
**Value:** $100

319
**A Crawfordable Deal**
Need a giant reason to bid? Get an autographed photo of Brandon Crawford, courtesy of the San Francisco Giants. This is sure to be a home run seller.
**Donated by:** Giants
**Value:** Priceless

320
**Keep Calm and Kerr-y On**
Claim your part of the dynasty. Get a Warriors mini-basketball and hat, both autographed by head coach Steve Kerr. We can’t promise this hat will make you shoot better, but the mini-basketball will be easier to dunk.
**Donated by:** Warriors
**Value:** Priceless

321
**A Bit More Fit**
If you don’t already have a fitbit, it’s probably because you don’t want one on a deep level. Nevertheless, you should bid. Fitness is important. If nothing else, monitor your pulse to make sure you still have a heart. Bands are included.
**Donated by:** Latham & Watkins
**Value:** $150-200

322
**Don’t be an Odd Pod**
Within 5 years, it is expected that 99% of people will ask, “Why do your Airpods have cords?” when encountering regular earbuds. While these Apple Airpods won’t make you an “early adopter,” they will make you a “medium adopter” instead of a “late loser” rocking odd pods. Plus, it’s good to support up-and-coming companies.
**Donated by:** WilmerHale
**Value:** $160-200

323
**Signed Jimmy Garoppolo Jersey**
We could give you 49 reasons to bid on this item, but we’re betting that you’ll only need one: This jersey is signed by the legendary Jimmy Garoppolo. 49ers fans only, and no refunds—once you win, you can’t get your quarterback.
**Donated by:** Hannah Gordon
**Value:** $450
**400**

**The Pursuit of Hoppiness**

Bid to win four 16-oz cans of Contains No Juice—the hard-to-find New England IPA from Alvarado Street Brewery. The beer is released every 2-3 months, so John will monitor its availability (summer excluded) and hand-deliver it to you anywhere on campus, ensuring you don’t become the victim of Munger mailroom theft. If you’re feeling impatient, he’ll substitute it for your choice of another distributed beer from Alvarado Street Brewery.

*Donated by: John Hare-Grogg*

*Value: $25*

---

**401**

**Expand Your Vodkabulary**

Raise your spirits with two bottles of 44 North Vodka, a family-owned, Idaho-made craft vodka with gluten-free flavors like Mountain Huckleberry and Sunny Slope Nectarine. To make this offer even more intoxicating, you’ll receive a bartending lesson with Maggie, a NY-state certified bartender. Limited to 3 winners aged 21+. The bidding will be fierce, but it’s worth a shot!

*Donated by: Magdalene Zier*

*Value: $100*

---

**402**

**Not Sold In Stores**

Quit wine-ing and start bidding—this wine is so exclusive that reading the description confused us. You’ll get one bottle of wine from each of the last four vintages from a small family winery in Napa. The winery only makes one barrel per year and it’s not sold commercially. Join the club—it’s literally your only chance.

*Donated by: Sarah Beller*

*Value: $300*

---

**403**

**Jordan – Gift Box w/ 2 Bottles: 2005 & 2015 Alexander Valley Cabernet Sauvignon**

Gift box containing Jordan Winery’s 2005 and 2015 Estate Cabernet Sauvignon. This celebrated winery is a hallmark of Sonoma County’s Alexander Valley and made its first vintage in 1976. Jordan helped introduce premium Cabernet to the North Coast. Straight from the cellars of the winery, enjoy these two aged bottles that would set you back hundreds of dollars each in any well-known steak house!

*Donated by: Jordan Winery*

*Value: $165*

---

**404**

**Round Pond Estate Wine Tasting**

This wine tasting tour for four will give you beautiful views of Round Pond Estate in Napa Valley. Known for its Cabernet Sauvignon, this winery is located in the heart of the Rutherford region.

*Donated by: Ryan MacDonnell*

*Value: $260*

---

**405**

**Dutton-Goldfield – Winery Tasting for 4 + Signed 1.5L Magnum of 2015 Freestone Hill Vineyard Pinot Noir**

Exclusive tasting for 4 people at Dutton-Goldfield’s Russian River Valley tasting room. Winner and guests will be educated by the winery team and sample some of its most coveted single vineyard wines, produced in extremely limited quantities and traditionally reserved for the vineyard’s wine club members. Dan Goldfield is widely considered one of the most accomplished winemakers producing Pinot Noir in California. Winner will also walk away with a signed magnum bottle of 2015 Freestone Hill Vineyard Pinot Noir.

*Donated by: Dutton Goldfield*

*Value: $264*
406
**Wine Sellers Ltd. – Two 1.5L Magnums of Zuccardi Zeta 2012 Malbec Cabernet Sauvignon Blend**
Two magnum bottles of Zuccardi Zeta 2012 Malbec Cabernet Sauvignon blend from Mendoza, Argentina. This wine comes from vineyards in the Uco Valley situated at over 4,000 feet in altitude. Sebastian Zuccardi is a third-generation Argentinian winemaker recognized for his long-lived, complex wines and for being at the cutting-edge of quality and forward-thinking.
*Donated by: Winesellers, Ltd.  
Value: $300*

407
**Evaton (Sandeman) – “A Century of Tawny” Collection of Sandeman 10, 20, 30, and 40 Year Tawny Port**
The “Century of Tawny,” a unique quartet with one bottle each of Sandeman 10, 20, 30, and 40 Year Tawny Port. This item showcases a rich history of Portuguese port winemaking dating back to 1790, when George Sandeman, a young Scot from Perth invested £300 borrowed from his father to market wines from Porto and Jerez. Sandeman has since become one of the most respected port houses in Portugal. Their iconic don is one of the most recognizable logos in all of the beverage industry, just behind Coca-Cola—and trust us, this is a lot tastier!
*Donated by: Evaton  
Value: $325*

408
**Patz & Hall – Signed Double Magnum (3L) of 2013 Hyde Vineyard Carneros Pinot Noir**
Treat yourself (and hopefully some friends) to a signed double magnum bottle (3L!) of Patz & Hall’s 2013 Hyde Vineyard Pinot Noir from Napa’s Carneros District. Purchased by Larry Hyde in 1979 and planted two years later, this renowned vineyard is cultivated as 44 distinct blocks, and includes a veritable who’s who of the finest Pinot Noir clones. The blocks spotlight new and old plantings of the famous Calera selection, and include coveted grapes from the “old field.” Winemaker James Hall is an incredibly talented and well-respected artist of Pinot Noir, having started in California in the early 1980s and co-founded Patz & Hall in 1988. Estimated Value: $350.
*Donated by: Patz and Hall  
Value: $350*

409
**Williams Selyem – Winery Tour & Tasting for 4 + 1.5L Magnum 2016 Burt Williams Morning Dew Ranch Pinot Noir**
Exclusive tour and tasting for 4 people at the Williams Selyem Estate Vineyard in the Russian River Valley. Arguably the benchmark producer of the region—and as famous a brand for Pinot Noir lovers as Opus One is to Cabernet enthusiasts—Williams Selyem is a cult favorite. Generally the only way to get their wine is visiting the winery or getting on their exclusive mailing list, so seize this rare opportunity! The winner will also receive a magnum bottle of 2016 Burt Williams Morning Dew Ranch Pinot Noir.
*Donated by: Williams Selyem  
Value: $370*
410
Ramey Cellars – Three 1.5L Magnums of 2015 Chardonnay: Ritchie, Rochioli, and Woolsey Road Vineyards
Three magnums of 2015 Ramey Cellars Chardonnay from Ritchie Vineyard, Rochioli Vineyard, and Woolsey Road Vineyard respectively. These are three of the “grand cru” sites for California Chardonnay, always vineyard-designated in recognition of their exceptional quality. The wines are pure California – rich in character, beautifully balanced, and carefully crafted by winemaker’s winemaker David Ramey, authoritatively recognized and respected for his skill.
Donated by: Ramey Cellars
Value: $405

411
Laurel Glen Vineyard – Library Tasting of Rare Vintages + 1.5L Magnum of 2014 Estate Cabernet Sauvignon
Library tasting of rare vintages for 4 at Laurel Glen Vineyard in Glen Ellen, California. Considered by Cabernet cognoscente as a first growth in the golden state, this historic estate has consistently produced some of California’s finest Cabernet Sauvignon since the 1980s. Winner will also receive a magnum of Laurel Glen’s flagship Estate Cabernet Sauvignon 2014 vintage.
Donated by: Laurel Glen
Value: $425

412
Ridge Vineyards – Winery Tour & Tasting for 6 + Double Magnum (3L) of 2015 Geyserville 50th Vintage Zinfandel
Private tour and tasting for 6 at either the legendary Monte Bello or Lytton Springs estates, as well as a 3L double-magnum bottle of 2015 Geyserville 50th Vintage Zinfandel. Universally considered one of California’s leading Cabernet producers, Ridge is a treasure of the state’s winemaking history. A Monte Bello Cab even placed first in the restaging of the legendary 1976 Judgement of Paris tasting. The Monte Bello experience includes a vineyard walk and tour through the Old Winery barn as well as a seated tasting of single-vineyard wines, whereas the Lytton Springs experience includes a tour of the estate’s eco-sustainable winemaking facilities along with a seated tasting in a private room.
Donated by: Ridge Vineyards
Value: $437

413
Magnum of 2014 Spottswoode Estate Cabernet Sauvignon
Savor the best of St. Helena, California – a magnum bottle of Spottswoode Winery’s 2014 Estate Cabernet Sauvignon. This extraordinary property has been around since the 1980s and its winemaking has been overseen by a who’s who of California’s most talented winemakers, including Tony Soter, Mia Klein, Pam Starr, and currently Aron Weinkauf. A perennial high-scoring estate, Cabernet is Spottswoode’s signature offering.
Donated by: Spottswoode Winery
Value: $480
Gary Farrell – Winery Tour & Tasting for 6 + Gift Box w/ 3 2015 Bottles: Olivet Lane Vineyard Chardonnay, Hallberg Vineyard Pinot Noir, & Grist Vineyard Zinfandel
Tour and tasting for up to 6 people at Gary Farrell’s Russian River Valley vineyard, as well as a 3-bottle gift box containing 2015 Olivet Lane Vineyard Chardonnay, 2015 Hallberg Vineyard Pinot Noir, and 2015 Grist Vineyard Zinfandel. The guided tour of winery and cellar will end at a communal table in the Meadow View Room where the host will lead guests through a tasting of five highly allocated single vineyard releases, paired with a selection of artisan cheese. Founded in the early 1970s by its then namesake owner, Gary Farrell’s wines today are exemplary interpretations of great sites. Winemaker Theresa Heredia is an established star and one to follow!
Donated by: Gary Farrell
Value: $505

Château Palmer – Two Bottles of Bordeaux: 2010 Château Palmer and 2005 Alter Ego
Château Palmer needs little introduction, classified as a third growth in Bordeaux’s Margaux region in 1855. The 2010 vintage was rated 96 points by Robert Parker and is considered by the Château Palmer team as their best wine since 1983. (It also happens to be considered one of the best wines of the vintage.) Alter Ego, first debuted in 1998, began with the purchase of additional vineyards bottled separately. The two make for a perfect Palmer package.
Donated by: Château Palmer
Value: $700

Wines of Portugal – Curated Expert Tasting for 8 w/ Portuguese Wine Ambassador Eugenio Jardim
A curated Wines of Portugal tasting at your home for up to 8 people. Taste wines from the most renowned regions of Portugal, including Vinho Verde, Duoro, and Port. Wines, glassware, and small gifts included.
Donated by: Wines of Portugal
Value: $800

Four delicious magnums of Paul Hobbs Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon, one each from 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015. Paul is a living legend of California winemaking, globally renowned as a consultant in Argentina, France, Chile, and, yes, even Armenia. Enjoy this true Magnum opus of wines! Estimated
Donated by: Paul Hobbs Wines
Value: $1,060

Signed Magnum of Peter Michael’s 2012 Les Pavots Bordeaux Blend
Signed double magnum (3L) bottle of 2012 Les Pavots, the estate red Bordeaux blend. Robert Parker rated this wine between 96 and 98 points when last tasted. Les Pavots is Peter Michael’s flagship red blend, and the wine Sir Peter had in mind when he started his search for a vineyard site in 1976. Today, it is the only winery physically located in Sonoma’s Knights Valley and it is made with a non-interventionist, neo-classical approach by winemaker Nicolas Morlet. Estimated
Donated by: Peter Michael Wines
Value: $1,140
Bien Nacido Estate – Winery Tour & Estate Tasting for 4 hosted by Winemaker Trey Fletcher, Private Lunch/Tasting of Reserve Wines, Overnight Stay at On-Site Casa Rojo Guest House

Tour and taste at Bien Nacido Estate in Santa Maria, California, the most historic vineyard of the South Coast. This private tasting and tour for 4 people will be guided by the talented estate winemaker himself, Trey Fletcher. Following this tasting and tour, there will be an additional tasting featuring the Pillars—a selection of wines made from Bien Nacido grapes that have received the highest scores and most acclaim—which will be paired with a traditional Santa Maria lunch. After enjoying a long afternoon in the vineyard, don’t worry about a drive back, as winner and guests will stay at the Estate’s Casa Rojo guest house. There is no light pollution to affect the view, and the Milky Way is visible nightly from the back deck. (Travel arrangements are not provided.)

Donated by: Bien Nacido
Value: $1,500

420


Winner and 7 friends will experience a once-in-a-lifetime day in wine country. Start with a barrel-to-bottle tasting led by renowned winemaker and “vine whisperer” Greg La Follette, whose extraordinary wine bio includes serving as opening winemaker at Flowers Winery and winemaker-founder of Tandem Wines, La Follete Wines, and now the ultra-exclusive Alquimista Cellars. After this extraordinary tasting, guests will enjoy a “West Country BBQ” cooked by Greg’s Alquimista partner, chef and Pulitzer-Prize winning author Patrick Dillon. The BBQ will feature slow-cooked molé ribs—or an appropriate alternative for vegetarians—over French Oak wine barrel wood. Capping off this incomparable visit, the winner will leave with Alquimista’s first-time vertical of the Van der Kamp Pinot Noir, taking home the 2014-2017 vintages and receiving the 2018 once it is bottled. Don’t miss this one! Estimated Value: $2,000.

Donated by: Alquimista Wines
Value: $2,000

421

Wine and Dine

A gourmet tasting experience for 4 guests, including a cheese board, at a boutique family-operated tasting room in the Russian River Valley at Baciagalupi. You’ll be Russian to bid on this one—it’s sure to be pair-adise.

Donated by: Baciagalupi Wines
Value: $120

422

Bruliam giftbox of a magnum of 2014 Rockpile Zinfandel, two 2018 Pinot Noir bottles & a wine stave cheeseboard

Enjoy a giftbox of a magnum of 2014 Rockpile Zinfandel, two 2018 Pinot Noir bottles & a wine stave cheeseboard courtesy of Bruliam. The Zinfandel is characterized by blackberries, brambly dark fruit and minerality while the new pinot draws upon Bruliam’s personally cultivated and rich viticulture.

Donated by: Bruliam
Value: $135
Silent Auction
Beer, Wine & Spirits | Breezeway

423
Magnum of Carol Shelton 2012 Old Vines Zinfandel
Signed magnum from a cult-favorite Mendocino County winemaker, Carol Shelton. Don’t miss this fine specimen of California Zin!
Donated by: Carol Shelton Wines
Value: $100

424
Have a Con-Cannonball
Tour and tasting for up to 8 people at Concannon Vineyard, the second-largest winery in Livermore Valley. Enjoy a 15% discount on all wines purchased by any tour attendee on the day of the tour only.
Donated by: Concannon Vineyards
Value: $240

425
Green With Envy
Tour and tasting for 6 people at the beautiful Emeritus Hallberg Ranch in Green Valley, north of SF. This place is pretty grape—do it for the vine!
Donated by: Emeritus
Value: $250

426
Ferry Plaza/Oxbow Wine Merchant Gift Certificate
$150 at either Ferry Building Wine Merchant or Oxbow Cheese & Wine (winner’s choice).
Donated by: Ferry Plaza/Oxbow Wine Merchant
Value: $150

427
Fort Point Gift Certificate
E-gift card valid at all Fort Point Beer locations, including kiosks in Ferry Building, Black Sands Brewery in Lower Haight, and Mill Valley Beerworks.
Donated by: Fort Point Beer Company
Value: $50

428
6 Bottle Cellar Age-able Lot
6 bottle “cellar age-able” lot from Portugal (3 bottles Paulo Laureano “Selectio” Tinta Grossa 2015, 2 bottles Anselmo Mendes Parcela Unica Alvarinho, and 1 bottle Dalva Vintage 2015 Porto).
Donated by: Glass 2 Glass
Value: $300

429
Kanzler Tour, Tasting, and Magnum of 2016 Russian River Valley Pinot Noir
Winery tour and tasting for 6 at Kanzler’s Sonoma County vineyard estate. Established in 1996 in the Sebastopol Hills, Kanzler produces exceptional California grapes and wines. Winner will also walk away with a 1.5L magnum of 2016 Russian River Valley Pinot Noir.
Donated by: Kanzler Estate
Value: $430

430
Sip & Spill Package
Sip & Spill Package which includes: 1 case of Lagunitas signature IPA, 1 bottle opener, 2 stainless steel pints to drink it out of, 1 stone coaster to set it on, 1 t-shirt to spill it on, 4 posters & a handful of magnets.
Donated by: Lagunitas
Value: $100
431
Mount Veeder Magic Flight of 2014-2016 Cabernet Sauvignon
Receive TWO flights (aka SIX bottles) of 2014, 2015, 2016 Mount Veeder Magic Cabernet Sauvignon. Mount Veeder Magic, founded by Karen Crouse, is a Napa Valley vineyard where the grapes are hand-farmed in the volcanic soil located amongst the Mayacamas Mountains, giving the wines “extraordinary brambly flavors.”
Donated by: Mount Veeder Magic
Value: $700

432
Papapietro Tasting & Magnum of 2013 Sonoma Coast Pinot Noir
Gift certificate for four guests for a “Pinot on the Patio” wine and artisan cheese pairing experience in Sonoma County. Papapietro Perry Winery specializes in small lots of handcrafted, single-vineyard designate Pinot Noir and Zinfandel produced from the finest grapes the Russian River, Anderson and Dry Creek Valleys have to offer.Winner also receives a magnum of 2013 Sonoma Coast Pinot Noir!
Donated by: Papapietro Perry Wines
Value: $316

433
Magnum of 2013 Pedroncelli Three Vinyards Dry Creek Valley Cabernet Sauvignon
Enjoy a magnum of Pedroncelli’s 2013 Three Vinyards Dry Creek Valley Cabernet Sauvignon, featuring rich aromas of red plum, sage and toasted oak. This wine is from a richer vintage, showing firm tannins and great acidity (pairs particularly well with pork and beef brisket).
Donated by: Pedroncelli
Value: $75

434
Sun, Wind & Wine Gala at Mer Soleil Winery
Two Early Access tickets to our annual Sun, Wind & Wine Gala event on May 18th at Mer Soleil Winery. Join the preeminent producers of the Santa Lucia Highlands for an afternoon of delicious wine, gourmet delicacies from the area’s finest restaurants and food producers, a silent auction that benefits a local charity, live music, and more. Mer Soleil Winery generously opens its doors for the day, allowing fans of the region a peek into the beautiful property that’s not open to the public.
Donated by: Santa Lucia Highlands
Value: $300

435
San Francisco Wine School Class (15 Slots)
Sign up to take a class at San Francisco Wine School with Founder and CEO David Glancy, MS, CWE! Glancy is one of only twelve people in the world to hold both the revered Master Sommelier diploma and a Certified Wine Educator credential. A certified French Wine Scholar, Italian Wine Professional, and Certified Specialists of Spirits, Glancy has earned the credential for every program he teaches, and more. You’re bound to leave with a deeper appreciation and profound and love of wine! **Sign up individually for a set price.**
Donated by: SF Wine School
Value: $50/person

436
That’s the Spirit
If you vodka’t hang in there anymore and need to raise your spirits, bid here. Get a tour and tasting for four people to St. George Spirits in Oakland. Stay on brand(y) and retain your reputation as a “fun” JD candidate.
Donated by: St. George Spirits
Value: $80
**437**

**6 bottles of 2016 Luli Chardonnay (Pt 1!)**

6 bottles of 2016 Luli Chardonnay: bright gold in color, the wine exhibits vibrant aromatics of orange blossoms, lemon oil, and white flowers with an underlying sense of minerality.

**Donated by:** Swirl Wine Brokers  
**Value:** $120

---

**438**

**6 bottles of 2016 Luli Chardonnay (Pt 2!)**

Another 6 bottles of 2016 Luli Chardonnay: bright gold in color, the wine exhibits vibrant aromatics of orange blossoms, lemon oil, and white flowers with an underlying sense of minerality.

**Donated by:** Swirl Wine Brokers  
**Value:** $120

---

**439**

**Color of Wine Poster**

The Complete Wine Color Chart shows 36 unique color states of red, white, and rosé wines, which are organized by hue and intensity. Use this chart to become familiar with the full color hue spectrum that you can observe in a wine glass and to pick up the specific terminology that we can use to describe a wine’s color.

**Donated by:** Wine Folly  
**Value:** $34

---

**440**

**Wine and Cheese Poster**

2-sided print. This design includes 20 hand-illustrated wine and cheese pairings along with dozens of other pairing suggestions. The print is the same on each side but with a different background color so you can display the color that most suits your space.

**Donated by:** Wine Folly  
**Value:** $34

---

**441**

**One magnum bottle of Zuccardi Zeta 2012 Malbec Cabernet Sauvignon**

One magnum bottle of Zuccardi Zeta 2012 Malbec Cabernet Sauvignon blend from Mendoza, Argentina. This wine comes from vineyards in the Uco Valley situated at over 4,000 feet in altitude. Sebastian Zuccardi is a third-generation Argentinian winemaker recognized for his long-lived, complex wines and for being at the cutting-edge of quality and forward-thinking.

**Donated by:** Winesellers Ltd.  
**Value:** $150

---

**442**

**Yet another magnum bottle of Zuccardi Zeta 2012 Malbec Cabernet Sauvignon!**

Another magnum bottle of Zuccardi Zeta 2012 Malbec Cabernet Sauvignon blend from Mendoza, Argentina. This wine comes from vineyards in the Uco Valley situated at over 4,000 feet in altitude. Sebastian Zuccardi is a third-generation Argentinian winemaker recognized for his long-lived, complex wines and for being at the cutting-edge of quality and forward-thinking.

**Donated by:** Winesellers Ltd.  
**Value:** $150

---
500
The Take Carrel Clause
Sick of undergrads sneaking into your study turf?? Assert your dominance with a reserved (but non-exclusive) study carrel for one year. The options are endless: near the Teaming Room to overhear gossip, next to the Eyles Aisle so you can pounce on supplements as soon as they’re returned, in a dark corner so no one can see you perusing memes for hours instead of studying. . . Regardless of the spot you choose, this item is one for the books.
Donated by: Beth Williams & Robert Crown Law Library
Value: Priceless

501
The Crown Jewel
Name your price to name a bike. This item gives you naming rights to a Crown bicycle for one year. Make your mark on the library and cyclists campus-wide by naming it something wheely great.
Donated by: Beth Williams & Robert Crown Law Library
Value: Priceless

502
Written in the Stars
Admit it: when someone says “Mercury is in retrograde,” you have no idea what the f*** they’re saying. But you don’t have to live on the outside. You can understand the planets AND Instagram stickers better through the refined mysticism of Becky and Cynthia. They will give you the universe—this is a complete reading based on the planetary positions at your time of birth, plus insight into your past lives. Included: a crystal catered to your present needs.
Donated by: Becky Wong & Cynthia Amezcua
Value: The same as the value of a rising sun

503
Instant Ramen
Collin will wait in line for Ramen Nagi on a non-Friday week night and text/call when he’s near the front so you can swap in, leaving ample time to stroll through the beauty of all 3 blocks of downtown Palo Alto. This is the closest we can legally get to #sendnoods at this auction.
Donated by: Collin Hong
Value: Appreciation

504
Move in Mysterious Ways
If a cop pulls over a U-Haul, is it busting a move? You’ll never have to find out because u won’t haul a thing with 2 hours of moving assistance from Dan and David. Consider this a motion to dismiss your stuff to a forum more conveniens. Truly a moving donation.
Donated by: Dan Quintana & David Papirnik
Value: $5,000,000,000,000,000.00

505
Hero to Zero
There are two types of people in this world: Inbox (0) and Inbox (10,507). With the deluge of useless information SLS sends us every day, more and more young law students are unwillingly joining the latter group. Emily alone has the bravery to tackle this problem. She will create an email organizational system for you and get you to inbox zero. Up to 5 hours of assistance.
Donated by: Emily Hayes
Value: $200

506
Tone Policing
Learn from a real character with two hours of Chinese lessons with a native speaker. Can be solo or a few friends.
Donated by: Isabella Fu
Value: Priceless
507  
**Huttonspiration**  
Need cheering up after bombing a cold call or replying all to the liserv? (No? Anyone? Just us?) Jeremy will text you inspirational messages every morning for two weeks. After receiving just one of these texts, you will be ready to literally wrestle a bear into submission.  
**Donated by:** Jeremy Hutton  
**Value:** $823.50

508  
**Fairy Odd Parents**  
Finals fairying (v): To fairy is to deliver happiness-inspiring goods or services. Kat, Elizabeth, Bonnie, and Inesha will deliver you notes, sweets, and coffee every day during a week of your choice (including finals or CE week). Can be shared among up to five friends.  
**Donated by:** Kat Giordano, Elizabeth Trujillo, Bonnie Henry & Inesha Premartne  
**Value:** Priceless

509  
**Holladay Cleaning**  
If you’ve ever felt awed and slightly ashamed by Kristin’s immaculate outfits and general persona, this is the item for you. Kristin will conduct a Marie Kondo-style purge of your extraneous clothes and possessions, drawing on her 26 years of experience passing judgment. She’ll spend up to 2 hours helping you de-clutter and spark joy!  
**Donated by:** Kristin Holladay  
**Value:** Priceless

510  
**Casebook Copying**  
Considering selling a kidney to cover the cost of your next casebook? Never fear! Maddy is here... with one-time casebook copying services. Send her your course syllabus, and she’ll scan and print all the readings for you, organized by class session. Hole punching and stapling included. Works better for single-text courses that have the syllabus totally set in advance. Can be redeemed only during Winter or Spring Quarter 2020.  
**Donated by:** Maddy Bullard  
**Value:** Requires hours of standing in the Teaming Room, and time is money

511  
**Doggy Daycare**  
Having a ruff time finding someone to take care of Fido while you’re gone? Maddy will dogsit for you for one weekend (Friday night to Sunday night) at a mutually convenient prearranged date. Valid only this spring or winter/spring 2020. She can host your pup at her apartment or hang out with them at yours.  
**Donated by:** Maddy Bullard  
**Value:** ~$200 (see Wag Hotel pricing)

512  
**Make a Move**  
Do you like to move it, move it? Hell yes. Do you like to move? Hell no. No one does. It’s the Nickleback of manual labor tasks. Fortunately Nick’s back is here to haul your stuff around the general vicinity. 4 Hours of Hauling Stuff (Pick-up Truck & Driver/Mover Included). Must be within Palo Alto, Mountain View, Menlo Park, and/or Redwood City. Must be redeemed before June 5th or after September 15th in 2019-20.  
**Donated by:** Nick Wallace  
**Value:** $100
513
Odd Tendency
Bartending for your next event—Quinn will mix
drinks, bring bar snacks, dress to theme (Coyote Ugly
or Somm) and give everyone nicknames like Cheers.
Donated by: Quinn Walker
Value: $15

514
Freaky Friday
Sports Illustrated once ranked the UNC-Duke rivalry
as the #1 hottest rivalry in college basketball. Things
are sure to heat up even further if you bid on this item.
Dan and Reed will wear each other’s Duke/UNC gear
and vocalize their support for the rival school on an
academic day of your choosing.
Donated by: Reed McLaurin & Dan Irvin
Value: Priceless

515
Rob-inhood
Legend says Rob carries a custom monogrammed
Tupperware with him at all times to capture the
bounty of lunch talks far and wide. He’ll use these
finely-honed skills to wait in line and procure food
from any and all free lunch events of your choosing for
a week. In no time at all, your absurdly large Munger
fridge will floweth over with Palo Alto’s finest fare.
Donated by: Rob Meyer
Value: Probably like $3 at most

516
Middle East Meets Midwest
Wanna make sure that you know how to order Falafel
on your next visit to Cairo? Think that Lake Geneva,
Wisconsin is the new Mecca? Learn Arabic from a
white boy from the Midwest who successfully taught
the subject to a bunch of rowdy white private school
boys. 3 hours of lessons included.
Donated by: Sam Ward-Packard
Value: $250

517
The Whole Package
Did your parents stop caring about you a long time
ago? Not to fear, this finals care package will solve
all your mommy and daddy issues in one decorative
basket. The contents are a surprise, but the love is
guaranteed. May include: baked goods, gift card, stress-
relief goodies that probably won’t work, etc. Can be
redeemed any finals week before June 2020.
Donated by: Taylor Benninger
Value: $75

518.1
Bar-briview
If your favorite part of SLS was studying (lol, nerd),
re-live your glory days this summer slaving away
reviewing for the one test that actually counts: the bar.
You’re gonna do it anyway; might as well try to grab
one of these $250 certificates at a discount.
Donated by: Barbri
Value: $250

518.2
Bar-briview
See Item 518.1.
Donated by: Barbri
Value: $250

518.3
Bar-briview
See Item 518.1.
Donated by: Barbri
Value: $250

518.4
Bar-briview
See Item 518.1.
Donated by: Barbri
Value: $250
519
We like big books and we cannot lie....
... you other readers can’t deny when a book walks in
with a good plot base and a thick spine in your face
u get sprung. Treat yourself to a fresh read from Palo
Alto’s cutest little book shop, unless you don’t have
enough spine to bid high.
Donated by: Books, Inc.
Value: $25

520.1
Lower the Bar
What’s worse than studying for the Bar? Studying
for the Bar without flashcards. Get a set of bar study
flashcards from Critical Pass. Bid quickly–this item will
be gone in a flash.
Donated by: Critical Pass
Value: $160

520.2
Lower the Bar
See Item 520.1.
Donated by: Critical Pass
Value: $160

521
We at the hotel, motel, Four Seasons.
The one downside of eternal sunshine at SLS: we miss
out on having Four Seasons. Don’t make that mistake
twice: take advantage of this 2-night weekend stay at
Four Seasons in Palo Alto. Sunday brunch for two
included.
Donated by: Four Seasons Hotel Silicon Valley
Value: $650

522.1
Brush it Off
Law school can be hair raising at times. Take care of
your hair with one of these four $50 gift certificates
for Hair International salon. (located in the Stanford
Shopping Center). You know you’ve been dye-ing to try
it.
Donated by: Hair International
Value: $50

522.2
Brush it Off
See Item 522.1.
Donated by: Hair International
Value: $50

522.3
Brush it Off
See Item 522.1.
Donated by: Hair International
Value: $50

522.4
Brush it Off
See Item 522.1.
Donated by: Hair International
Value: $50

523.1
Bar-ly Hangin On
You’ll want to try to KapLAND one of these coveted
$500 certificates. Bar-ring natural brilliance never
before seen at SLS, you’ll need all the help you can get
to become a Real Lawyer.”
Donated by: Kaplan
Value: $500
**523.2**
**Bar-ly Hangin On**
See Item 523.1.
Donated by: Kaplan  
Value: $500

**523.3**
**Bar-ly Hangin On**
See Item 523.1.  
Donated by: Kaplan  
Value: $500

**523.4**
**Bar-ly Hangin On**
See Item 523.1.  
Donated by: Kaplan  
Value: $500

**524**
**Spa-t the Issue**
Has law school been seeming like the spawn of the devil lately? Enjoy a 1-night stay at Portola Hotel and Spa in Monterey. Bring bay or go solo—either way, just get away.
Donated by: Portola Hotel and Spa (Monterey)  
Value: $179

**525**
**Share-a-Ton of Memories**
Imagine this: You're at The Patio, breaking out your best moves to the tune of 2000’s pop hits. Across a sweaty dance floor of gyrating 40-year-old Palo Alto natives, you lock eyes with your crush. You know what’s up. But Munger (and your crowded quad apartment) are so far away. Lucky for you, you won a one night stay at Sheraton Palo Alto during the SPIFL auction (valid Friday or Saturday night).
Donated by: Sheraton Palo Alto  
Value: $134

**526**
**Facial Challenge**
Face it—your version of mental health/self care is an occasional facemask as you weep alone over your casebook. You deserve to weep in public. Grab a gift certificate for one signature facial at Skin Spirit and elevate your self-care routine. Locations in Palo Alto, SF, and Los Gatos.
Donated by: Skin Spirit  
Value: $185

**527**
**Bar for the Course**
You need this certificate, because them(is) bar review courses can get expensive. Get a full all-inclusive course from Themis worth over $2,000.
Donated by: Themis  
Value: $2,195

**528**
**Westin, the Best In Palo Alto**
A getaway is definitely in your best interest this time of year. Get a one-night stay, valid Friday or Saturday nights, at the Westin Palo Alto. Bid without any reservations.
Donated by: Westin Palo Alto  
Value: $189
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